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President’s Message
Greetings from the other co-president! After many years as our
dedicated and hard-working leader, Gary Winkler has asked to
be relieved of some of his duties, as family demands take much of
his time. Gary gave us an excellent slate of speakers over the
years, and already has the speakers’ list lined up for 2007. We say
a big “Thank you” for all his work and enthusiasm. He promises
to stay involved, but with a lesser role.
Wow, what an excellent December meeting we had! It was the
largest turnout that I can remember - more than 50 people. Was it
the auction, free food (pizza and goodies) or the inaugural annual
competition for the best self-collected and acquired specimens?
Many excellent specimens were on display, but I know that some
of our veteran club members held back, so we look forward to some even stiffer competition next year. The
“Silver Pick” award for the best acquired specimen went to Bo Renneckendorf for his quartz cast from Romania. The award was a plaque with a “silver” rockhound pick. The best self-collected award went to our copresident, Gary Winkler, for his epidote specimen from Marmora. Despite all that grumbling, the club’s challenging field trip last summer seems to have paid off. This award was a beautiful calcite specimen from the
Dundas quarry, mounted on a cube of black granite. Thanks to John Elliott for donating the calcite crystals.
Also, the annual auction was a big hit at our December meeting. Forty specimens were on the block, many donated by club members and dealers in the area. It was a good variety that appealed to young and old. A special
“Thank you” to our auctioneer, Jeff Shallit. He kept the activity moving briskly along, and his cheerful patter
encouraged active participation. If you were slow to bid, it was gone. The auction has padded the club treasury,
so we invite suggestions on how we might spend some of this money —a special speaker, club activity such as
carving, subsidized field trip? We welcome any ideas that will enhance our club activities.
It looks like another good year ahead of us in 2007. Next meeting is Wednesday, January 3, 2007 at the Waterloo Community Arts Centre, 25 Regina St. S., Waterloo, 7:30 PM. I’ll be talking about “Arizona and the Grand
Canyon”. See you at the meeting!

-- Gary

Partlow
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University of Waterloo Show
The University of Waterloo Gem and Mineral Show was held on November 4 and 5,
2006, and was a great success. Coorganized by Peter Russell and Wilf and
Dorothy Dippel, it was scheduled together
with the Science Open House at the University, and drew thousands of visitors.
The theme this year was “Carved in
Stone”.
Our club had a table near the entrance of
the CEIT building, and we gave away
more than a dozen flats of minerals from
the Dundas Quarry, the Guelph Quarry,
and other locations. Bob Sharpe of Wilfrid Laurier University donated several boxes of WLU minerals as give-aways. Club members who
volunteered to staff our club table include: Claus Ruthardt (pictured with
John Elliott, above), Becky Pell, Reiner Mielke, Gary Partlow, Jean Scott,
Stephanie Martin, Ed Stiles, Karen
Fox, and Jeff Shallit. Karen also
brought a sandpit where kids could dig
for buried crystals, which was a real hit.
John Elliott’s cabinet with beautiful
display specimens was widely admired,
as was the Royal Ontario Museum’s
cabinet.
The club received more than $360 in
donations, more than enough to pay for
the cost of our new club banner.
Dealers at the show were very generous and donated specimens for our December club auction. These
included: Ken Dardano of the Gneiss Guy (pictured at right), Blair and Jennifer Campbell of Crystal Grove, and Kathy LaHay of Cambrian Gemcraft. Ed Stiles bought a beautiful fluorite specimen
and has kindly donated it to the club auction.
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ClubTrophy Winners
At our December meeting, our two new club
trophies were awarded. Awards were based
on a popular vote.

The “Silver Pick Award” for the best acquired specimen was
presented to Bo Renneckendorf (left) for a splendid quartz cast with pyrite from Romania.
president, Gary Partlow, awards the trophy that he created.

Our club co-

The second award, for the best self-collected specimen, went to Gary Winkler, for a specimen of epidote crystals from Marmora. Gary (left) poses with his trophy. Winners get a trophy to take home, and their name on a
trophy to be kept at the club. Congratulations, Gary and Bo!
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Trading Corner
In the Trading Corner, we print want ads from members and others. Submit your
ad to the editor by February 15 to make the March issue.

New Zealand Man Wishes to Trade for Fossils
I am endeavouring to start a fossil collection for my 7 year son and therefore hoping to find people in
the USA / Canada that might be willing to trade for material from New Zealand. I have numerousminerals (to many to list right now ) that may be of interest, including Greenstone ( Jade ) - Cornelian Obsidian -Kauri gum - and also some Boulder opal from Australian. If you have any members that
maybe interested could you please pass on my message. My son's interests are fish, Ammonites, dinosaur teeth - shark teeth, and trilobites.
To show that this is not a scam I am willing to send a sample if you forward a mailing address.
I thank you for your time and hope to hear from you soon.
Yours sincerely Gary O'Neill.
Gary.ONeill@ap.o-i.com

Wanted: Egg Cartons and Specimens
Got any extra egg cartons with flat tops around? Or buckets of specimens that you don’t really
want to keep, but are too good to simply throw away? Donate them to the club mineral kit project. We build mineral kits with 12 Ontario or Canadian specimens to give to new members or
sell at shows to benefit the club.
Contact Jeff Shallit, (519) 743-8754.
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Rock Book Review
Douglas Goold and Andrew Willis, The BreX Fraud, McLelland & Stewart, 1997.
Goold and Willis, reporters for the Globe and
Mail, have written a readable, if unenthralling account of the multi-billion dollar Bre-X
fraud that exploded in 1997.
Investors went wild for Bre-X, a mining
company that claimed a vast gold deposit on
the Busang River in Borneo (aka Kalimantan), Indonesia. Bre-X stock, originally valued at 50¢, reached a high of $268 on the
Canadian Stock Exchange and fell to 9¢ before trading was halted. After the fraud was
exposed, Bre-X geologist Michael de Guzman committed suicide by jumping out of a
helicopter (although some claim he is still
alive).
Bre-X, headquartered in Calgary, was the brainchild of prospector John Felderhof and
promoter David Walsh. Gold reserves changed from an initial estimate of 17 million
ounces to 30 million ounces to 200 million ounces. But the gold was illusory. Ore
samples had been “salted” with gold from other sources.
Goold and Willis make the case that Bre-X was a little fraud that got bigger and biger,
spurred on by the greed of investors -- and the investors paid dearly. The Ontario Teachers Pension Plan got hit for $100 million.
David Walsh died in 1998. Felderhof moved to the Cayman Islands; his insider trading
trial, begun in 2001, is still underway. A decision is expected in February 2007.
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Wisconsin Man Finds
Diamond Crystal in
Arkansas Park
Bob Wehle of Ripon, Wisconsin,
found a 5.47 canary diamond crystal at Crater of Diamonds State
Park in Murfreesboro, Arkansas,
on October 14 2006.

Cigar Lake “is the largest known
undeveloped high-grade uranium
deposit”, according to the article.

Tut’s Gem Could be
Evidence of Ancient
Fireball

Italian mineralogist Vincenzo de
Michele spotted the yellow gem in
Tutankhamun’s necklace in 1996.
It was tested, and proved to be a
kind of impact glass. Scientists
have long believed that Libyan
desert glass was caused by a meteorite, but no impact crater has
been found.
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Saskatchewan Uranium
Mine Floods
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Cameco Corporation, the world’s
largest miner of uranium, announced on October 24 that its
Cigar Lake mine has been flooded,
after a bulkhead intended to contain flooding failed.
According to an article in the
Kitchener-Waterloo Record, a
rockfall on October 22 released a
1500 cubic metre/hour flood.
Workers began to close steel doors
to contain the flood, only to experience a seal failure.

Tip of the hat to Peter Russell for
this story.

According to a BBC News item, a
gem in an ancient pharaoh’s necklace could be evidence of an ancient aerial meteorite burst.

According to an article in the October 22 China Daily, an even
larger diamond was found in the
park by a Texas couple in September: it measured 6.35 carats.

have occurred in the Tunguska
region of Siberia in 1908.
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American geophysicist John Wasson suggests that the desert glass
might have been formed by an aerial burst, with no actual impact.
Such an aerial burst is believed to
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